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Figure 1. Convergence of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) onto glomeruli in the

main olfactory bulb (MOB). Homologous populations of odorant receptor

(OR)-gene-specific ORNs lining each nasal cavity (NC) project their axons onto

homologous glomeruli in the MOB. Here, mouse ORNs expressing the P2 receptor

gene and lining the medial recesses of each nasal cavity converge onto medially

positioned glomeruli in each MOB. These ORNs exhibit a restricted, zonal distri-

bution within the nasal cavity, confined within a narrow band extending in a semi-

circle across the cavity on each side (asterisks indicate zones above and below this

band). This coronal section was taken from a P2-IRES-tau-lacZ mouse, in which
Olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) expressing the same

odorant receptor gene share ligand–receptor affinity

profiles and converge onto common glomerular targets

in the brain. The activation patterns of different ORN

populations, evoked by differential binding of odorant

molecular moieties, constitute the primary odor repre-

sentation. However, odorants possess properties other

than receptor-binding sites that can contribute to

odorant discrimination. Among terrestrial vertebrates,

odorant sorptiveness – volatility and water solubility –

imposes physicochemical constraints on migration

through the nose during inspiration. The non-uniform

distributions of ORN populations along the inspiratory

axis enable sorptiveness to modify odor representations

by affecting the number of molecules reaching different

receptors during a sniff. Animals can then modify and

analyze odor representation further by the dynamic

regulation of sniffing.

Introduction

Discovery of the odorant receptor (OR) gene repertoire [1]
has fostered many subsequent findings that together help
to define how olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) and their
membrane ORs recognize and distinguish odorant mol-
ecules – what has been called the ‘molecular logic’ of the
sense of smell [2]. Prominent among these findings is
the observation that ORNs expressing the same OR gene
display precise convergence of axonal projections onto the
same target sites in the brain, known as glomeruli [3–6]
(Figure 1). In vertebrates, glomeruli are discrete neuro-
pilar zones of synaptic interaction between ORNs and
olfactory bulb neurons that appear to be unit modules for
the representation and processing of sensory features,
displaying molecular receptive fields comparable to those
of their constituent ORNs [7,8]. This pattern of glomerular
convergence, along with the segregation of different
OR gene populations via ORN axonal projections onto
mutually exclusive glomeruli, generates a chemospecific
(odotopic) map in the brain that reflects the selective
binding of particular molecular moieties (odotopes) to
particular ORs [8–12]. This odotopic map sets the stage for
combinatorial, parallel processing of information about
distinct molecular moieties, contributing to odorant
identification [13–15].

There is significant intermingling of different ORN
populations within the olfactory epithelium (OE) that
lines the nasal cavity. Because it has been generally
assumed that the distribution of sampled molecules along
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the OE is effectively random, most presume that olfactory
stimuli are represented solely by their profiles of odotope–
receptor affinities, without the distinct spatial component
found in other sensory modalities [16–18]. Indeed, it is
unlikely that there is any explicit representation of the
location of odorants in external space by the olfactory
system. Olfactory-guided spatial tasks, such as tracking
in rats, rely on a more complex, iterative program of
behavioral integration based on repeated sampling from
different locations [19]. However, in addition to the odo-
topic maps in their brains, several species exhibit sug-
gestive spatial patterns in OR gene expression across the
nasal epithelium [20,21] that could contribute to odotopic
processing. Rodents in particular, and perhaps other long-
snouted terrestrial vertebrates, appear to have specific
anatomical adaptations enabling the use of intranasal
space as an additional stimulus-differentiating factor for
odorant molecules. In this review, we discuss the evidence
for and potential utility of these putative adaptations,
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ORNs that express the P2 gene also synthesized b-galactosidase [6], which is

visualized here using immunofluorescence (processing and photograph courtesy

of J. Crandall). Additional abbreviation: CP, cribriform plate. Scale bar, 750 mm.

. doi:10.1016/j.tins.2005.09.005
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Figure 2. Organization of olfactory airspace in the rodent nose, and its relationships

to inspiratory airflow and ORN projections to the MOB. (a) Sagittal cut-away view of

the hamster nose and cranium, depicting the medial surfaces of nasal turbinates

lined with olfactory epithelium (OE, left) and the medial MOB (right), separated by

the cribriform plate (CP). Blue shading designates the central air domain (C),

situated dorsally in the nose, and the corresponding dorsal half of the MOB in the

brain (D), to which central-domain ORNs (blue dots) project. Peripheral-domain (P)

ORNs (red, green and orange dots) project to the ventral MOB (V). Arrows represent

inspiratory airflow paths, coursing first caudally through the central domain (from

the external naris to the left) and then rostrally through the peripheral domain,

before exiting at the septal window into the nasopharynx [22,23]. Inset boxes

summarize the proposed relationships between the chemical properties underlying

odorant sorptiveness and the spatial extent of migration along the inspiratory path

through the central and peripheral domains. Movement through separate medial

and lateral channels is not illustrated here. Converging lines and filled circles in the

MOB represent axons from separate ORN populations, arrayed along the central–

peripheral axis, that converge onto target glomeruli arrayed at corresponding

positions across the dorsal–ventral axis of the MOB. Red dots, lines and circles

correspond to the P2 ORN population and its projections depicted in Figure 1.

(b,c) Rhinotopic regions within the nose and MOB. (b) Depictions of coronal

sections through the nose (i) and MOB (ii). Blue outline shading denotes central-

domain OE and its target glomeruli in the dorsal MOB, as in (a). Tan shading

denotes peripheral-domain OE and its target glomeruli in the ventral MOB. Medial

(M) and lateral (L) components of these projections are distinguished by lighter and

darker shading, respectively. Red dots in (i) represent ORNs expressing the P2

odorant receptor (Figure 1), distributed just peripheral to the central–peripheral

boundary, with separate medial (PM) and lateral (PL) subpopulations forming
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which could contribute a supplementary ‘anatomical logic’
to the sense of smell.
Rodent intranasal anatomy comprises distinct airflow

channels that induce differential odorant sorption

and migration

In the rodent nose, olfactory airspace comprises anatomi-
cally distinct air channels within the olfactory recesses,
which are formed by branched extensions of the ethmoid
bone (turbinates). It is through these channels that air
flows and odorant molecules migrate during inspiration
(Figure 2). Fluid dynamic models demonstrate that,
during the inspiratory phase of a sniff cycle in rodents,
air entering the olfactory recesses flows first through
centrally positioned domains associated with the dorsal
meatus, then courses more peripherally (ventrally and
laterally) through the distinct medial and lateral recesses,
before exiting at the internal naris (nasopharyngeal
outlet) [22,23] (Figure 2a, arrows). Fluid dynamic model-
ing also indicates that air flows through the medial recess
at comparably high rates both centrally and peripherally
(Figure 2b, CM and PM), whereas air flowing through the
lateral recess slows considerably as it courses peripherally
[22] (Figure 2b, CL and PL).

In following structured paths, inspiratory airflow in
rodents is directed through narrow passageways that
sustain laminar flow and prevent turbulence [22,23]. By
contrast, airflow within the larger, less structured
passageways of primate noses appears to be turbulent
[24]. Turbulence reflects the disorderly lateral movement
of transported molecules such as odorants out of the
carrier (air) stream towards passageway walls, and it
entails substantial fluctuations in flow velocity [25,26].
However, under laminar flow conditions, lateral move-
ment is governed solely by diffusion and hence depends
more on local concentration within the air stream than is
the case under turbulent conditions [25]. Consequently,
laminar flow is likely to better preserve minute concen-
tration differences in the air stream that develop as
odorants pass through the nose.

These concentration differences are probably odorant-
specific, generated by variation in odorant sorptiveness,
which encompasses several whole-molecule physicochem-
ical properties such as volatility, hydrophobicity and water
solubility [27]. Evidence from amphibians, rodents and
humans [27–30] shows that the terrestrial vertebrate
nose, which is lined with aqueous mucus, acts as a gas
mutually exclusive projections to homologous glomeruli in the ventral-medial (VM)

and ventral-lateral (VL) MOB [red dots in (ii)] [6,44,50]. Thick black lines bordering

gray airspace in (i) denote nonsensory epithelium. Note that homologous medial

and lateral glomeruli are not typically found in the same coronal plane, as

illustrated, but rather are oriented with the lateral glomerulus positioned more

rostrally. (c) Corresponding schematic diagrams of the central–peripheral and

medial–lateral axes in the nose (i) as mapped onto the dorsal–ventral and medial–

lateral axes in the MOB, respectively (ii). The diagrams idealize the nasal coordinate

system as a set of concentric semi-annuli and the bulbar coordinate system as a set

of obliquely oriented circular sectors. Color shading is the same as in (b). For

simplicity, neither (b) nor (c) displays the longitudinal dimension depicted in (a).

Additional abbreviations: CL, central-lateral; CM, central-medial; DL, dorsal-lateral;

DM, dorsal-medial. I, IId, IIv, III and IV are endoturbinate extensions of the ethmoid

bone; 1, 2 and 3 are ectoturbinate extensions. Modified, with permission, from [40].
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chromatograph: it selectively adsorbs inhaled vapors from
the carrier air stream such that odorant molecules
migrate through the nose differentially according to
their relative sorptiveness. Highly sorptive molecules
such as methyl benzoate, which are hydrophilic and
have low volatility, are retained by the terrestrial
vertebrate nose to a greater extent than are nonsorptive
odorant molecules such as nonane, which are hydrophobic
and highly volatile (Figure 3). Moreover, a high degree of
odorant retention is associated with an uneven distri-
bution along the inspiratory path, with greater concen-
trations adsorbing to the mucus that lines earlier portions
of the passageway, whereas low retention is associated
with a more even distribution across the OE [27]. Laminar
flow in rodent noses could accentuate this chromato-
graphic separation during odorant migration, just as
laminar flow in capillary-tube column chromatography
yields separations that are superior to those achievable
using packed columns that produce turbulence [31].
Furthermore, variations in inhalation dynamics (flow
rate, duration and cycling) can enhance or reduce this
migratory differentiation [29,30,32,33]; as in a gas
chromatograph, higher flow rates will reduce sorption
and enhance migration (Figure 3). Different flow rates can
arise owing to the different structures of the medial and
lateral recesses in rodents [22] or differences in patency
between the two cavities [34], and can also be brought
about behaviorally during active sniffing [34–36].

If the internal structure of the rodent nose
enhances the differential migration of odorants through
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Figure 3. Relationship between odorant retention and odorant sorptiveness in the huma
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be 2–3 times higher than absolute values derived empirically [28]. Human data are based

at both airflow rates, whereas only odorants 11 and 14 in the rat dataset were tested at th

using the exponential rise to maximum category and assuming origin at (0,0). All goo
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nonane; 11, ethanol; 12, 1-propanol; 13, isoamyl alcohol; 14, acetone; 15, bromobenzen
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the olfactory recesses according to their sorptiveness, how
might the rodent olfactory system make use of this
differentiation?

Topographic projections map intranasal airspace onto

the rodent olfactory bulb

Olfactory airspace in the rodent nose is topographically
represented in the glomerular layer of the main olfactory
bulb (MOB) as a rhinotopic map. This map organizes
mutually exclusive projections of ORNs from longitudin-
ally oriented nasal air channels onto longitudinally
oriented sectors of the MOB, grouping ORNs and their
target glomeruli by virtue of the common intranasal
airspace they sample [37–40] (Figure 2). Thus, it maps
broad neighborhood relationships, rather than nearest-
neighbor relationships akin to the point-to-point
mappings common in other sensory systems [16,41].
Specifically, the rhinotopic map segregates the parallel
medial and lateral channels of inspiratory airflow in each
nasal cavity, in addition to the central and peripheral
domains along each path that correspond to the direction
of inspiratory flow between the external and internal
nares (Figure 2a). ORNs in the OE lining each channel
and domain project to the MOB in a mutually exclusive
pattern: the medial OE to the medial hemisphere of each
MOB, the lateral OE to the lateral hemisphere, the central
OE to the dorsal MOB, and the peripheral OE to the
ventral MOB (Figure 2b).

The chemospecific odotopic map is composed of different
populations of OR-gene-specific ORNs intermingled in
TRENDS in Neurosciences 
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broad zones or focally restricted patches that are spatially
aligned with the rhinotopic coordinate system and con-
form to its rules (Figure 2). Zonally distributed popu-
lations (e.g. M71, P2 and I7), which were once thought to
be grouped into four canonical zones, are arrayed at
distinct but overlapping zonal positions in a continuous
distribution along the central–peripheral axis of the OE
[42,43], with the bulbar projections of central domain
populations directed dorsally in the MOB and those of
peripheral domain populations directed ventrally [43].
Moreover, distinct medial and lateral ORN subpopu-
lations expressing each OR gene type converge separately
onto medial and lateral glomeruli, respectively [37,44].

Some ORN populations do not follow this zonal pattern.
These zone-independent populations (e.g. OR37 and
OR-Z6) are restricted to patches of OE close to the
medial–lateral and central–peripheral boundaries in the
olfactory recesses, and lack the distinguishable medial–
lateral subpopulations seen in zonally distributed popu-
lations. They usually converge onto a single, unpaired
glomerulus positioned rostrally near the intersection of
the ventral meridian (i.e. medial–lateral boundary) and
the medial and lateral meridians (i.e. dorsal–ventral
boundaries) [45,46].

The potential importance of these maps to olfaction is
underscored by the mechanisms employed to establish
and maintain them. The basic medial–lateral and dorsal–
ventral axes of the rhinotopic coordinate system appear
to depend on separate systems of extracellular matrix
molecules. Interactions between semaphorin 3A and
neuropilin underlie the dispersion of homologous ORN
populations to the medial and lateral hemispheres of the
MOB [47,48]. However, OCAM/mamFasII – a member of
the immunoglobulin superfamily – is associated only with
the peripheral–ventral stream of projections [49,50], and
so could guide differentiation of the dorsal–ventral
dimension in the bulb. Finally, convergence of OR-gene-
specific ORNs to specific glomeruli appears to depend on
expression of the OR in the convergent axon terminals
[3,11], and coexpression of different ephrins could regulate
the rostral–caudal positioning of such convergence within
the broader circumferential (dorsal–ventral, medial–
lateral) domains of the MOB [16].

Central bulbar circuits reflect the rhinotopic map

In the MOB, numerous local circuits contribute to the
processing of odotopic features [51–53]. However, there
are also two extrinsic corticocortical circuits in rodent
olfactory bulbs that provide a basis for integrating infor-
mation derived from the parallel air channels within the
nose [37,40]. Specifically, mutually inhibitory intrabulbar
circuitry connects homologous medial and lateral clusters
of tufted cells in each bulb that receive input from ORN
subpopulations expressing the same OR but lining dif-
ferent channels (medial and lateral, respectively) within
the nasal cavity [10,54,55]. Comparably, an interbulbar
commissural circuit, involving the pars externa of the
anterior olfactory nucleus, appears to be structured for
association of sensory information gathered from homo-
logous air channels in the two bilaterally symmetric nasal
cavities [56]. Notably, these circuits facilitate comparison
www.sciencedirect.com
across the medial–lateral and left–right divisions of the
nose (i.e. those associated with the parallel flow of odorant
molecules along inspiratory paths) and exclude the
central–peripheral dimension associated with serial flow.
Their actual functions, however, remain largely unexplored.

Rhinotopic and odotopic mapping along the

central–peripheral axis is disproportionate

Evidence is emerging that the rhinotopic and odotopic
projection maps from the OE to the MOB are dispropor-
tionate along the inspiratory path (the central–peripheral
rhinotopic axis). Specifically, these maps vary significantly
along this axis in the convergence ratios of ORNs onto
MOB glomeruli and secondary neurons. The ventral half
of the MOB, which contains about half of the total number
of glomeruli and secondary neurons (principally mitral
and tufted cells), is innervated disproportionately by 75%
of the mature ORNs across a concomitant 75% of the
sensory sheet, receiving a threefold greater number of
afferents than the dorsal MOB [39,40] (Figure 4). OR gene
expression also is not uniform across this same axis.
Central-domain (zone 1) ORNs express nearly half of all
OR genes, despite representing only 25% of all ORNs and
being confined to only 25% of the receptor sheet [57]. Thus,
a patch of OE lining the central domain is likely to contain
a greater diversity of OR-gene-specific populations than a
comparably-sized patch lining the peripheral domain, but
will display fewer ORNs per OR gene type (Figure 4).

This disproportionate representation along the central–
peripheral dimension, which corresponds to variation in
odorant sorptiveness, resembles examples of magnified
representation in other sensory systems (e.g. the retinal
fovea, fingers and lips in primates, whiskers in rodents,
and echolocating frequencies in bats). Notably, the higher
convergence ratios are found among ORNs innervating
peripheral domains, where adsorbed odorant concen-
trations are likely to be lower. It has been proposed in
theoretical and experimental studies (reviewed in [58])
that higher ORN convergence ratios lead to improved
signal-to-noise ratios and greater effective sensitivity,
thereby facilitating the detection and processing of what
are probably weaker stimuli. By contrast, the dispropor-
tionately greater number of OR gene classes found in
central-domain OE could enhance the capacity for odo-
topic discrimination among highly sorptive odorants in
this early portion of the inspiratory path [40].

Rhinotopic contributions to odorant representations

in the brain

As we have reviewed so far, inhaled odorant molecules are
differentially sorbed by the terrestrial vertebrate nose,
and so are likely to display distinctive migratory patterns
as they move across the OE. This rhinotopic differen-
tiation reflects whole-molecule properties, collectively
known as sorptiveness, which, by affecting the delivery
of odorant molecules to ORN membrane receptors, could
influence odotope–receptor binding patterns in a manner
independent of their binding affinities. That is, the
sorptiveness of a molecule would affect the odor represen-
tation by influencing the relative activation levels of ORNs
based on their physical location within the nose. However,

http://www.sciencedirect.com
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axis of rhinotopy. The peripheral-domain OE covers a threefold greater surface area

than the central domain, with threefold more ORNs packed together at a constant

density. However, in the MOB, which receives axonal projections from the ORNs,

the ventral half contains the same number of glomeruli (GL) as the dorsal half.

Consequently, the convergence ratio of ORNs to glomeruli is threefold higher in the

peripheral-to-ventral projection (represented by more saturated color in the ventral

MOB boxes) than in the central-to-dorsal projection (estimates in hamster are

w4500:1 versus w1500:1, respectively [40]). Despite this difference in ORN

numbers, the central and peripheral domains exhibit comparable diversity of

odorant receptor (OR) gene classes [57], here represented by the same range of

nine colors filling the ORN boxes. The ORNs associated with each OR gene class,

with the exception of the few zone-independent classes [21], are distributed within

restricted zones across the central–peripheral dimension, generally confined to

%25% of the OE rather than distributed across the entire OE. The illustration shows

four discrete zones (Z1–Z4) for clarity, although there is growing evidence that

zonally distributed populations do not respect discrete boundaries, at least within

the peripheral domain [42,43]. We assume that convergence is homotypic – that is,

each glomerulus is innervated by only one class of ORN [40]. Under these

constraints, the peripheral zones (Z2–Z4) will contain, on average, one-third as

many ORN classes as the central zone (Z1; depicted as three colors per peripheral

zone compared with nine in Z1), to accommodate threefold more ORNs per class.

We propose that this translates into trade-offs between resolving power and

sensitivity across the central–peripheral dimension (i.e. along the inspiratory

airflow path).
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for whole-molecule rhinotopic differentiation to influence
representations at the glomerular level, ORs must be
differentially distributed across intranasal space, because
if OR distributions were homogeneous across the OE,
rhinotopic differentiation would presumably be elimi-
nated by the convergence of similarly tuned ORNs.

The zonal pattern of OR expression in rodent noses [43],
aligned with intranasal airflow channels and to some
extent expressing mutually exclusive receptor comple-
ments, appears to provide the necessary anisotropy. First,
www.sciencedirect.com
there is evidence in rodents that the intrinsic spatial
arrangement of ORN gene classes along the inspiratory
axis locates receptors for hydrophilic odotopes dispropor-
tionately in regions where greater adsorption of hydro-
philic odorants is expected, akin to the cochlear tonotopic
alignment of hair-cell tuning with basilar membrane
mechanics [59]. Indeed, the OR genes expressed in the
central domain (OR zone 1) include all of the phylo-
genetically old class I genes that are found in fish and
amphibians, which are expected to encode ORs that are
particularly sensitive to hydrophilic (i.e. sorptive) odo-
rants [57,60]. Second, physiological recordings demon-
strate that ORNs associated with the central domains
are generally more responsive to highly sorptive
odorants such as the carvones or benzaldehyde, whereas
peripheral-domain ORNs are generally more responsive to
less sorptive odorants such as limonene or octanal
[9,11,14,61–63] (Figure 5). Neuronal and glomerular acti-
vity in the MOB also appears to reflect these rhinotopic
contributions to odorant representations: highly sorptive
molecules activate primarily dorsal glomeruli, whereas
relatively nonsorptive molecules tend to have correspond-
ingly more ventral representations [8,12] (Figure 6).
Finally, recent behavioral observations also reflect this
pattern. Specific lesions of central-domain OE in mice
significantly raised detection thresholds for two relatively
sorptive odorants (n-decyl alcohol and pyridazine) but did
not alter the thresholds for two relatively nonsorptive
odorants (ethyl acetate and benzene) [64].

If odorant sorptiveness and the nonuniform distri-
bution of ORs indeed contribute to odorant represen-
tations, how might these rhinotopic influences be
integrated with odotopic maps, and hence reflected in
patterns of odor-evoked ORN activation? The diversity of
molecules detected by ORs [7] renders it likely that ORNs
in different zones will show some responsiveness to a
particular odotope, and that a given odotope can be asso-
ciated in principle with molecules exhibiting substantially
different sorptive properties. Hence, the relative levels of
binding of an odotope to each of its sensitive OR classes
could be quantitatively influenced by the aggregate pro-
perties of the other odotopes of the same odorant molecule,
and by the whole-molecule properties that they together
determine. For example, an aldehyde end group attached
to an aliphatic chain could evoke different relative levels
of activation among its complement of sensitive ORNs,
depending on the properties of the remainder of the
molecule and the physical distribution of these sensitive
ORNs along the central–peripheral axis. This additional
dependency theoretically increases the available coding
space for odors beyond that generated by the receptor
complement alone, improving the capacity of the animal to
discriminate certain odorants but still enabling recog-
nition of similarities between odotopes on molecules of
different sorptive properties.

Rhinotopy could facilitate behavioral regulation of

odor sampling

Animals can dynamically modify their odorant samp-
ling, or sniffing, by actively altering inspiratory and
expiratory airflow via changes in flow rate, duration and
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Figure 6. Relationship between the distribution of odorant-induced activity in the rat MOB and odorant sorptiveness. Images of 2-deoxyglucose activity maps for 13 odorants,

produced by Johnson, Leon and colleagues (e.g. [12]), were downloaded from the Glomerular Activity Response Archive (http://leonlab.bio.uci.edu/index.html) as 3D images
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cycling [32,35,36,63]. As already noted, such changes
influence odorant sorption and migration along the nasal
passages and have consequences for odorant represen-
tations, as assessed both physiologically [33,63,65] and
behaviorally [34–36]. We propose that animals with
zonally organized ORN populations, such as rodents and
salamanders, could specifically utilize this capacity, here
called ‘zonation’, to direct migration of odorant molecules
to different positions (zones) along the inspiratory path.
Such zonation would enable a dynamic behavioral
strategy for maximizing the efficacy of sorptiveness as a
relevant odorant feature [35,66]. That is, animals could
regulate their sampling behavior dynamically, to match
incoming stimulus representations to existing odor
memories, to emphasize either discriminability or gene-
ralization, or to assess the features of similarity among
stimuli. Additionally, animals could adjust their sniffing to
direct particular odotopes to the most responsive ORNs,
particularly when such ORNs are positioned in areas
not well matched for the intrinsic sorptiveness of the
odorant [12,35]. This flexibility could also contribute to
perceptual resiliency following substantial damage to
the OE or MOB [67].

Finally, and most significantly, odor sampling could be
more similar to other sensory sampling behaviors such as
visual saccades and somatosensory investigation than is
currently appreciated. That is, odor identification might
not normally be performed using single samples, particu-
larly in the context of complex natural scenes. Rather,
repeated or extended sniffs with varying sampling para-
meters might be used to construct an identifiable odor
image by integrating information gained over multiple
sequential samples, possibly affording access to subtleties
in the odor signature that could not be appreciated with
only a single sniff. This view is certainly consonant with
behavioral findings, including the observation that more
difficult discriminations require longer temporal integra-
tion of olfactory sampling than do simple discriminations
[68]. It also emphasizes the importance of understanding
the influence of odor memory, behavioral context and
olfactory cortical–bulbar networks on the sampling, repre-
sentation and processing of olfactory stimuli [69].

Evaluation of the zonation hypothesis will require
concerted efforts to manipulate and/or measure sniffing
behavior, as well as the sorptive properties of test
odorants, in olfactory physiological and behavioral
studies. Will freely behaving animals significantly adjust
their sniffing when confronted with odorants differing
substantially in sorptiveness, as they do in response to
odorants of differing concentrations [36]? Will manipu-
lation of airflow rates or other artificial sniffing para-
meters in anesthetized animals significantly affect
odorant-induced activity in the MOB as it does in the OE
[63]? These and similar questions deserve further attention.

Concluding remarks

The apparent anatomical adaptations of the rodent nose
reviewed here are likely to enhance the efficacy of olfac-
tory zonation and sampling, consistent with the central
importance of olfaction in these species. Rodent nasal
anatomy facilitates laminar airflow and hence is likely to
www.sciencedirect.com
augment nasal chromatography along discrete air pas-
sages. Spatially segregated zones of OR expression along
these air passages enable this chromatographic sepa-
ration to be translated into differential patterns of
OR activation, which in turn can be regulated by the
motor dynamics of sampling behavior (sniffing). This
promotes greater discriminability among odorants, while
in principle enabling recognition of the similarities
between odotopes on molecules of very different sorptive
properties. Challenges for future work will be to test
whether rodents actually use these additional faculties
that they appear to possess, and to identify under what
circumstances such use contributes to perception.
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